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IETF Framework and Architecture documents

• Framework, document with a focus on how “an entity” interworks with its environment.
• Architecture, a document with focus on how “an entity” works internally.
• Sometimes we talk about architectural frameworks
  – To the best of my understanding this is the best of two worlds
Matthew, Stewart and Loa, put this document together.
The comments were mostly positive
The work were a race to meet dead lines
Then we got a xmas-present
John, Tony and Adrian had been thinking along the same lines as we had
– They sent us a lot of useful text that will be incorporated in the draft

On a high technical level we are mostly in agreement
– Which is good, since that is what a framework is about
– On details, such as what we’ll call “things” and what abbreviations to use there is a some distance to go
IETF 114 Philadelphia
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Next steps

• Tony will take over holding the pen
• We’ll post a new version after the IETF week.
• That version need considerable review by the Open DT and the working groups
• After updates we should have a version that is ready for wgap
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